Introduction 1
The laser Doppler vibrometer (LDV), the basis for which is the detection of the Doppler frequency 2 shift that occurs when light is scattered by a moving surface, is now well-established as an effective 3 non-contact alternative to traditional contacting vibration transducers such as piezoelectric 4 accelerometers [1] . Commercially available LDVs are technically well suited to general application 5 but they offer special benefits in a variety of challenging measurement scenarios including those in 6 which the measurement point of interest is difficult to access. In such cases, steering optics (typically 7 mirrors) are often used to direct the probe laser beam to the point of interest with the required 8 orientation. Practically, this means positioning the steering optic in close proximity to the 9 measurement point which generally necessitates its mounting at a convenient location near to or even 10 within the structure of interest, without opportunity for vibration isolation. Valve motions in 11 reciprocating engines have been the most commonly reported application [2] [3] [4] in which this issue is 12 of particular importance. When the laser beam is incident at a point on any surface at which there is a 13 change in the laser beam direction, the LDV measurement will be sensitive to the vibration of that 14 surface. Consequently, any vibration of a steering optic will result in erroneous measurement content 15 due to Doppler shift that occurs both outbound to and inbound from the target. The specific novel 16 contributions made in this paper will enable complete correction of measured vibration by application 17 of a vector-based approach to determine the sensitivity of LDV measurements to steering optic 18
vibration. 19
Building on the previously reported proof-of-principle [5] , the objectives of this paper are to show 20 theoretically and confirm experimentally how the measured velocity for such scenarios will include a 21 component proportional to the vibration velocity at the point of incidence on an optical device 22 whenever a change in beam direction occurs (through reflection or refraction). The required 23 correction to the LDV measurement is set out theoretically and then demonstrated experimentally for 24 a laboratory-based set-up, in which translational vibration of the steering mirror is arranged. While 25 previously only the effect of steering mirror vibration was explored, this paper extends this to, for the 26 first time, a thorough treatment of the real-world scenario where both steering mirror and target 27 vibration are present. Additionally, a previously unreported genuinely real-world measurement on a 28 single cylinder racing motorcycle engine mounting bracket, in which a steering mirror was needed to 29 direct the laser beam to an inaccessible measurement location, is described with the required 30 correction due to the vibration of the steering mirror being applied. Finally, the paper extends the 31 mathematical description of the LDV measurement, for the first time, to include not just translational 32 but also angular vibrations of a steering mirror. The error associated with angular vibrations in a 33 measurement corrected for only translational vibrations is quantified. Ultimately, a scheme for 34 correction of both translational and angular steering mirror vibration is proposed theoretically for 35 future practical implementation. 36 1 LDV is a technique that has built its reputation on real world measurements with high accuracy. The 2 practical steps proposed in this paper, like those proposed in a recent study of the effects of vibration 3 of the instrument itself [6] , are essential to restoring that accuracy in the kind of challenging 4 applications that are the trademark of LDV and represent a significant and important contribution to 5 the vibration engineering community. 6
Modelling the measured velocity 7
To enable general determination of the velocity measured for any arrangement, knowledge of the 8 points of incidence on all moving surfaces, at which a change in laser beam direction occurs, is 9 required [7] . For the arrangement under consideration here, this means both the vibrating steering 10 optic and the target itself. The modelling task begins with a vector description of the outgoing laser 11 beam direction and an arbitrary point through which the laser beam passes, as shown in Figure 1 , for 12 the laser beam direction: 13 An arbitrarily chosen point, denoted A, along the line of the laser beam can be written in vector form: 17
For an arrangement in which a plane mirror is used to align and position the laser beam onto the point 19 of interest on the target surface, mathematical description of the mirror location, incident point and its 20 normal are required. With reference to Figure 1 , an arbitrary reference point on the mirror (in the 21 absence of vibration), denoted B, can be expressed generally as: 22
The figure shows the path taken to the target (dotted line) in the absence of mirror vibration. The 24 beam is shown steered through 90 degrees, though this is just an arbitrary choice. The plane of the 25 target (in the absence of vibration) includes the origin, O, of the global coordinate system though this 26 is, again, just an arbitrary choice. 27
When the mirror undergoes arbitrary six degree-of-freedom vibration, the level of which is 28 significantly exaggerated in Figure 1 for the sake of clarity, the point B moves to B* where: 
With reference to the rotation matrices defined in the Appendix A, the mirror coordinate system can 5 be linked to the global system by the transformation: 6
such that the mirror normal can be rewritten in terms of the global coordinate system as: 8
The angles and combine initial alignment, and , and subsequent vibrations, ∆ and 10 ∆ which can be written explicitly as: 11
The laser beam direction after reflection at the mirror can then be written as: 13
Vibration of the mirror affects the location, B', at which the laser beam is incident on the mirror 15 surface. This point can be obtained from the following set of equations. The first is a vector triangle 16 involving the laser beam path to the mirror: 17
The second is a vector triangle involving the instantaneous locations of the reference position on the 19 mirror during vibration, * , and the point of incidence on the mirror, ′: 20
The third recognises that the vector * ′ �������������⃗ lies in the plane of the mirror: 22 * ′ ���������⃗ . � * = 0 (8c) 23 6 These equations can be combined and lead to: 1
The point T' is found in slightly simpler fashion, using just two vector equations. The first is the 3 vector triangle involving the laser beam path while the second recognises that the position ′ �������⃗ lies in 4 the xy plane: 5
leading to: 8
While the intention is of course to measure the target vibration in isolation, the total measured 10 velocity is clearly the sum of the measured velocities from both points T' and B' and is written as:
where ′ �����⃗ is a combination of the translational motion of the reference point * and rotational motion 13 around that point. In fact, the LDV probe beam is Doppler shifted twice at the mirror surface, once on 14 the way to and again on the way back from the target surface. Both shifts are included in equation 15 (10) . 16
The first term in equation (10) is the intended measurement but there are secondary effects on this 17 quantity as a result of mirror vibration. The point B' changes continuously during mirror vibration and 18 this causes the instantaneous point on the target at which the laser beam is incident, T', to move 19 correspondingly. Figure 1 exaggerates the movement of the laser beam on the target in order to 20 emphasise the point that the mirror vibration results in illumination of a small region on the target that 21 in practice is slightly larger than the incident laser beam. Furthermore, small deviations occur in the 22 incident beam direction that affect the components of vibration sensed. Neither of these small effects 23 is compensated for in the procedure set out here. Effectively, two very reasonable assumptions are 24 made. The first is that the vibration of the target does not vary within the small illuminated region, a 25 region that is generally still much smaller than the size of a contacting transducer. The second 26 assumption is that the angular deviation of the laser beam has a negligible effect on measured 27 velocity, which is reasonable considering that even an improbably large deviation of 5 degrees would 1 only result in an error of less than 0.5% in the measured, z-direction, target velocity. 2
The correction procedure is focussed wholly on the much more significant second term in equation 3 (10) that is directly related to the velocity at B'. Substituting equation (7) and then equation (4) into 4 this term, the measured velocity due to incidence at the point B' on the mirror, ′ , can be written 5 as: 6
To eliminate the influence of the mirror vibration on the measured LDV signal and yield the intended 8 measurement of target surface vibration only, the goal is clearly to measure ′ such that it can be 9 subtracted from the total LDV measurement made. Equation (11), specifically the dot product 10 �̂. ′ �����⃗ �, shows that this can be achieved to a very large extent by a single velocity measurement at 11 the point of laser beam incidence, aligned in the ̂ direction. This is a very significant result because 12 it points towards a simple and practical solution to the problem using a single transducer, attached to 13 the back-surface of the mirror and aligned with the incidence location, to effect the required 14 correction. A contacting transducer is ideal because it maintains its alignment with the mirror normal 15 even during mirror angular vibrations. Such correction will be perfect for translational vibrations and 16 this is explored experimentally in the following section. The paper returns to the issue of angular 17 vibrations in section 5. 18
Experimental investigation -laboratory-based measurements 19

Experimental arrangement 20
The experimental arrangement for laboratory tests is shown in Figure 2 The probe laser beam, nominally in a horizontal plane, was steered through the required angle (90 º in 32 the configuration shown but the arrangement was readily re-configurable for alternative angles) by the 33 mirror mounted on a vertical face of the assembly. One shaker drives mirror vibration in the direction 1 of the mirror normal, measured by a piezoelectric accelerometer mounted on the reverse side of the 2 mirror and positioned directly behind the point of laser beam incidence. The motion of the target, 3 nominally coincident with the laser beam direction, was similarly determined by attachment of a 4 piezoelectric accelerometer, in this case on the vertical front face of the target assembly; this provides 5 the 'true' measurement. The LDV -target stand-off distance was 400 mm, in line with the 6 manufacturer's recommendation, with the probe laser beam targeted directly onto the top of the 7 accelerometer so as to enable direct comparison between the two measurements. 8
As the first stage of the measurement campaign, both target and mirror accelerometer amplitude 9 sensitivities were cross-checked against the LDV using a broadband (white noise) vibration 10 characteristic and adjusted accordingly. In the case of the mirror accelerometer, this was achieved by 11 temporarily attaching it to the top of the target accelerometer such that both accelerometers and the 12 LDV were exposed to exactly the same target motion. 13
To achieve the necessary subtraction between LDV and accelerometer measurements, inter-channel 14 time delays must be accounted for. As shown in Figure 3 
Experimental investigation -real world measurement scenario 17
Taking the procedure out of the laboratory environment and into a real world application to tackle a 18 particular challenge is the ultimate aim of such research. The specific industrial measurement 19 described in this subsection was undertaken in response to a reported issue with significant handlebar 20 vibration in a single cylinder racing motorcycle. In addition to making vibration measurements from 21 the handlebars themselves and from various locations on the engine (using traditional piezoelectric 22 accelerometers), the development team were interested to understand the mechanism by which the 23 vibrational energy was transferred from the engine into the chassis and the front engine mounting was 24 therefore of interest. 25
Experimental arrangement 26
The motorcycle was to be tested in a dynamometer facility with restricted access to the area of interest 27 as can be seen in Figure 9 . Furthermore, the nature of the target surface (cylindrical with a circa 10 28 mm radius) made the attachment of an accelerometer at the preferred location and required orientation 29 Given the whole body motion of the motorcycle during (stepped) run-up/down, variable load testing, 3 maintaining the laser beam positioning was still non-trivial; the closer the mirror to the surface of 4 interest the better, of course. Given the significant vibration of the motorcycle transferred into the 5 dynamometer and any vibration generated within the dyno bed itself, the steering mirror was 6 experiencing significant vibration. This would normally lead to an erroneous measurement but, 7 according to the method presented in this paper, this can be corrected provided a measurement can be 8 simultaneously captured from the point of incidence of the laser beam on the mirror. 9
Inter-channel time delay adjustment for large frequency ranges and resulting measurement correction 10
In the interests of minimising the (per average) acquisition duration and since the ambition was to 11 gain an initial understanding of the nature of the system behaviour rather than to fully characterise it, 12 a frequency resolution of 10 Hz was selected. Given the requirement to investigate the system 13 dynamic behaviour over an extended rpm range and for orders up to 4x crank speed, the frequency 14 range of interest was defined as 5.12 kHz. This is much wider than the ranges used in earlier 15 laboratory experiments. For such a frequency range, the time delay between the mirror accelerometer 16
and LDV channels will result in the phase difference between the channels "wrapping" through 2π 17 radians as the frequency increases and this is a complication for the time delay calculation. Its 18 resolution is dealt with in Appendix B. 19
Proceeding with the post-processing of the measured signals, Figure 10 shows an example spectrum 20 acquired during a top gear run-up at 5% load. It can be seen that, in this case, the mirror vibration is in 21 the same order of magnitude to that of the target surface of interest up to approximately 150 Hz, 22 beyond which it drops off to insignificant levels. Using equation (13), the required correction to the 23 LDV measurement is made with particular effect up to 150 Hz, which includes the half engine order 24 frequency that is important in a four stroke internal combustion engine. (14) to be calculated for an improved correction of the steering 4 mirror vibration. Experimental implementation of this proposed scheme will be the subject of further 5 work. 6
Conclusions 7
When an optical device, typically a planar mirror, is used to steer the laser beam of an LDV to an 8 inaccessible location but is itself subject to vibration, the measurements made will be sensitive to any 9 vibration of the mirror in the direction of its normal. This paper has confirmed this sensitivity, for the 10 first time, through a rigorous theoretical and experimental study, and has demonstrated that correction 11 can be conveniently made using appropriately located and oriented mirror vibration measurements 12 scaled according to mirror orientation. While measurements including steering optics are relatively 13 commonplace, in particular for measurements on surfaces where access is restricted, e.g. within 14 complex machines such as reciprocating engines, this is the first time that the extent of the impact of 15 steering optic vibration and correction for it have been formalised and reported. in which a steering mirror was mounted to a vibrating test cell platform, was used to demonstrate the 21 applicability and practicality of the technique. Insights into the nature of the system vibratory 22 behaviour, which would otherwise have been obscured by the significant vibration of the mirror, were 23 identified and described. 24
The work described in this paper is of fundamental importance to the vibration measurement 25 community. For the first time, accuracy has been restored to LDV measurements enabled by beam 26 steering optics that are themselves unavoidably subject to vibration. Rather than having either to 27 compromise on the measurement point of interest or to rely on an imperfectly vibration isolated 28 steering optic, it is now possible to make fully corrected measurements using a validated scheme that 29 is straightforward to implement in practice. Successful application of the correction method, as part of 30 a study of a motorcycle engine with a high reported vibration level, demonstrates its suitability for 31 challenging real-world applications. 32 
